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STEP #1
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EB-9003 DPF Soot Scale

EB-9006
Mobile Cooling Cart

Using the DPF Cooling cart will help 
transition from one step to the next.

Before any cleaning is performed, you will need to get a starting
point on the weight of the dirty DPF. By doing this you will place the
DPF filter on the EB-9001 Soot Scale. (See the manual to choose
lbs, grams, oz, etc)
Note: Do not drop the DPF on the scale as it may damage the
sensors. (Max 165 lbs)

Once you have determined the weight of
the filter document the weight on the DPF
Maintenance sheet. Move to Step 2.

DPF Maintenance Sheet 
will be used in this step.
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EB-9004 Flow Bench / Inspection System

EB-9006
Mobile Cooling Cart

Using the DPF Cooling cart will help 
transition from one step to the next.

Using the mobile cooling cart, move the DPF from the EB-9003 Soot Scale to
the EB-9004 Flow Test/Inspection unit. When placing the DPF on the EB-9004
Flow Test/Inspection Unit you must put the DPF on the suction plates "dirty
side up". Placing the DPF dirty side down will result in soot entering the unit
and damaging the suction fans.

Note: It is not necessary at this point to
inspect the DPF of cracks or melting as
the filter is still clogged with soot. You will
not be able to see due to the particulate
matter clogging the cells of the core.

The DPF Flow Chart will help determine how well air
flowing through the DPF is being When you have
determined the starting flow of the filter, document
that on the DPF maintenance sheet and move on to
Step 3.

DPF Flow Test Chart will 
be used in this step.

DPF Maintenance Sheet 
will be used in this step.
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EB-9001 Soot Removal Cabinet

EB-9006
Mobile Cooling Cart

Using the DPF Cooling cart will help 
transition from one step to the next.

This step is a preliminary removal of soot before the DPF enters the
EB-9002 regeneration oven. Spending no more than 3 minutes,
place the DPF "dirty side down" on the suction plate (finding the best
fitting plate). Turn on the suction system using the "green" switch and
also the “yellow” switch which will light the cabinet and camera.
Remember this is only 3 minutes to get the loose soot out of the way
for the regeneration.

Once completed, take the DPF out and place it
on the EB-9006 mobile cooling cart. Move to
Step 4.
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EB-9002 Regeneration Oven

EB-9006
Mobile Cooling Cart

Using the DPF Cooling cart will help 
transition from one step to the next.

Position the EB-9006 mobile cart in front of the EB-9002
Regeneration Oven. When the mobile cart is positioned directly in
front of the oven slide the cart rack straight into the oven making
sure nothing will touch the thermocouple (probe sticking out of the
right side inside the oven). Determine what cycle needs to be set and
start the oven. (See manual for directions on how to program and
start). When finished slide the cart rack back out
and onto the mobile cooling cart.
Note: when removing the dpfs from the oven they may be hot.
Use high temp cow hide gloves to remove the DPF’s and place
them on the EB-9006 mobile cooling cart. Once on the cart
switch the cooling fans on to speed up the cooling process.

Once completed, leave the DPF’s on the
EB-9006 mobile cooling cart for step 5.
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EB-9006
Mobile Cooling Cart

Using the DPF Cooling cart will help 
transition from one step to the next.

Position EB-9006 mobile cooling cart in front of the EB-9001 Soot Extraction
Cabinet and place the DPF in the cabinet to clean. Make sure you place the
DPF dirty side down to start. Turn on the suction system using the "green"
switch and also the "yellow" switch which will light the cabinet and camera.
Turn the air valve on the gun to the on position to start cleaning the DPF. You
will spend roughly 15 minutes cleaning with the dirty side of the DPF face
down. When you notice no more soot coming out of the dirty side, turn the air
valve off and flip the DPF to dirty side up. Once the

EB-9001 Soot Removal Cabinet

DPF is positioned open the steel flap in the back of
the cabinet to allow the airborne soot to exit the main
cabinet. Start the cleaning process by turning on the
ball valve on the air gun. Spend 5 minutes blasting
into the dirty side (repeat these two steps until you
no longer see soot exiting the filter). When you no
longer see soot exiting the filter you are ready for
step 6.
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EB-9006
Mobile Cooling Cart

Using the DPF Cooling cart will help 
transition from one step to the next.

Using the mobile cooling cart, move the DPF from the EB-9001
Soot Removal Cabinet to the EB-9004 Flow Test/Inspection unit.
When placing the DPF on the EB-9004 Flow Test/Inspection Unit
you must put the DPF on the suction plates "dirty side up".

EB-9004 Flow Test/Inspection Unit

This is to determine the ending result of
flow on the filter. Document that on the
DPF maintenance sheet and move on to
the Step 7.

DPF Flow Test Chart will 
be used in this step.

DPF Maintenance Sheet 
will be used in this step.
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EB-9006
Mobile Cooling Cart

Using the DPF Cooling cart will help 
transition from one step to the next.

This step is to determine the ending result of the filters cleaned
weight. By doing this you will place the DPF filter on the EB-9001
Soot Scale. (See the manual to choose lbs, grams, oz, etc) Note:
Do not drop the DPF on the scale as it may damage the sensors
(Max 165 lbs).

EB-9003 Soot Scale

Once you have determined the cleaned
weight of the filter document the weight on
the DPF Maintenance sheet. The DPF is
ready to be returned to the customer.

DPF Maintenance Sheet 
will be used in this step.




